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Medial septum as the pacemaker of hippocampal theta activity

(Petsche et al., 1962).
- MS units fire phase-locked to hippocampal theta. Following lesions of the MS-DBB, 

theta disappears from the hippocampus.

- Transsection of fimbria/fornix: theta disappears in hippocampus, but MS neurons 

keep firing at theta frequency.
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How can a few thousand pacemaker neurons synchronize 

membrane potential oscillation of millions of neurons in the 

hippocampus?



Goddard et al., 1985; Bilkey and Goddard, 1985

- Medial septal co-stimulation 

increases population spike 

amplitude evoked by perforant 

path stimulation.

- The slope and amplitude of the 

field EPSP doesn’t change.

- The effect is non-cholinergic.
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ChAT  (blue) – cholinergic, non-synaptic

PV (bown) – GABAergic – synaptic?- targets?

Kiss J, Patel AJ, Baimbridge K and Freund TF, Neuroscience, 1990



Two types of PhAL-labelled fibres in the hippocampus 

originating in the medial septum

Freund and Antal, Nature, 1988

PhAL



Type 1 fibres were GABA-ergic, and selectively innervated 

GABA-ergic neurons

Freund and Antal, Nature, 1988





Rat dentate gyrus, str. mol.

PhAL: black

PV: brown



RAT CaBP

All interneuron types 

receive input from 

GABAergic 

sepptohippocampal

fibres
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Synchronization of hippocampal principal cells via 

GABA-GABAergic disinhibition

Freund and Antal, Nature, 1988



Synchronization of hippocampal principal cells via 

GABA-GABAergic disinhibition

Freund and Antal, Nature, 1988

ANIMATION



Septohippocampal GABA-GABAergic disinhibition 

demonstrated in septohippocampal slices

Tóth K, Freund TF and Miles R.   J.Physiol. 1997
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Septohippocampal GABA-GABAergic disinhibition 

demonstrated in septohippocampal slices



Ylinen A, Soltész I, Bragin A, Penttonen M, Sík A and Buzsáki G.  Hippocampus, 1995

Hippocampal basket cells fire phase-locked to local 

theta in vivo



Klausberger and Somogyi, Science, 2008

Intracell.



control sensory stimulus (TP)

EEG recording

juxtacellular

unit 

recording,

and labeling

Neurochemical 

identification

Reconstruction

EM

Borhegyi Z, Varga V, Szilágyi N, Fabó D and Freund TF,  J.Neurosci., 2004



Phase preference and phase - firing pattern relationship of PV-IR neurons 

Borhegyi Z et al. J. Neurosci. 2004;24:8470-8479

©2004 by Society for NeuroscienceBorhegyi Z, Varga V, Szilágyi N, Fabó D and Freund TF,  J.Neurosci., 2004



A hypothetical scheme showing the interaction between medial septal PV-IR neurons 

and hippocampal perisomatic and dendritic inhibitory interneurons during the peak 
(left) and the trough (right) of pyramidal layer theta. 

Borhegyi Z et al. J. Neurosci. 2004;24:8470-8479

©2004 by Society for Neuroscience Borhegyi Z, Varga V, Szilágyi N, Fabó D and Freund TF,  J.Neurosci., 2004

Intracell. theta  

Active source in str. pyr.

(due to basket cell-mediated inhibition)

Active sink in str. lac-mol.

(allowed by disinhibition)

„Peak” cell

Extracell theta



A hypothetical scheme showing the interaction between medial septal PV-IR neurons 
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Borhegyi Z et al. J. Neurosci. 2004;24:8470-8479
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„Trough” cell„Peak” cell
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inhibition)
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Borhegyi Z et al. J. Neurosci. 2004;24:8470-8479
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This hypothetical circuit answers 3 questions:
How can MS pacemakers induce out-of-phase firing of basket and O-LM cells?

Why is there a 180 degree phase shift between str. pyramidale and lac.-mol. theta?
Why do we have two types of MS pacemakers firing out of phase? 



Rhythmic activity of MS cells is generated by intrinsic 

pacemaker  currents (INa and a low treshold outward IK, 

de-inactivated at -80 mV).
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(the „Peak” and „Trough” cells antiphase):



Rhythmic activity of MS cells is generated by intrinsic 

pacemaker  currents (INa and a low treshold outward IK, 

de-inactivated at -80 mV).

Individual pacemakers have to get synchronized in 

phase to dictate a coherent rhythm to the hippocampus 

(the „Peak” and „Trough” cells antiphase):

- Recurrent collateral interactions among MS units?

- Hippocampo-septal feedback (Kohler, 1984)?



Tóth K and Freund TF, Neuroscience 1992

Tóth K, Borhegyi Z and Freund TF,   J. Neurosci. 1993

alveus

str. oriens

str. pyramidale



ChAT: brown

PhAL: blue

Tóth K, Borhegyi Z and Freund TF,   J. Neurosci, 1993
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PV-PhAL

ChAT: brown

PhAL: blue
ChAT: blue

PV: brown

Tóth K, Borhegyi Z and Freund TF,   J. Neurosci, 1993



Gulyás AI, Hájos N, Katona I and Freund TF, EJN, 2003

HS cells may synchronize and phase-lock septal pacemakers 

and hippocampal interneurons



MS cells are inhibited by the HS pathway activation at rest, but not 

during movement-induced theta activity and rhythmic firing
(ChR2 in SOM-Cre mice)

Nikitidou L, Papp E, Domonkos A, Nyiri G, Deisseroth K, Freund TF, Varga V (in preparation)

Litsa Nikitidou

Viktor Varga

During movement, HS cells are likely to be maximally active already!



Inhibition of HS transmission in the MS
Virus construct: AAV5.EF1A.DIO.SwiChR-CA.EYFP (Deisseroth lab, Berndt et al., Science, 2014)

Litsa Nikitidou

Andor Domonkos

Viktor Varga

Nikitidou L, Papp E, Domonkos A, Nyiri G, Deisseroth K, Freund TF, Varga V (in preparation)

at rest while moving



Inhibition of HS transmission in the MS
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Virus construct: AAV5.EF1A.DIO.SwiChR-CA.EYFP (Deisseroth lab, Berndt et al., Science, 2014)

Nikitidou L, Papp E, Domonkos A, Nyiri G, Deisseroth K, Freund TF, Varga V (in preparation)



HS cells are activated during running

16 channel linear probe;

hippocampus

2p-imaging in awake mice;

str. oriens

time (s)

d
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/F

cell #1

cell #2

running

cell #3

cell #4

cell #5
running

d
F

/F

10 s

2.0

-0.5

Domonkos A, Turi G, Reardon TR, Bowler J, Freund TF, Losonczy A, Varga V. (in preparation)

Rabies: CVS-N2c-dG-GCaMP6f  in wt mice

or

Pseudotyped Rabies-ENVA-GCaMP6f in PV-Cre mice

rAAV1/2(CAG-TVA-mCherry)Cre; AAV1/2[EF1a-histoneGFP- 2A-rabiesG(N2c)]Cre

Andor Domonkos

running

running



Emergence of theta oscillations as a result of reciprocal 

septo-hippocampal network interactions

1. Enhanced cholinergic 

tone increases excitability in 

HIPP, and aborts SPWs.

2. Septal pacemakers induce 

rhythmic basket cell ativity 

and pyramidal cell 

synchrony in focal hot spots 

in HIPP. 

3. HS cells may get activated 

in these spots where large 

enough numbers of 

pyramids get synchronized.

4. These HS cells feed back 

into the MS and aline firing 

of pacemaker cells in phase.

5. Emergence of theta 

activity coherent 

throughout the HIPP.



The out-of-phase activity of basket and O-LM cells 
predicts the role of these interneurons, 

as well as the possible function of theta oscillation

Borhegyi Z et al. J. Neurosci. 2004;24:8470-8479

©2004 by Society for Neuroscience

„Trough” cell„Peak” cell

Active source in str. lac.-mol.

(due to O-LM cell-mediated 

inhibition)

Active source in str. 

pyr. (due to basket 

cell-mediated inhib.)
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Extracell theta
Extracell theta
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inhibition)
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ENCODING RETRIEVAL

Hasselmo et al, 2002;  Douchamps et al., 2013;  Siegle and Wilson, 2014

The possible role of out-of-phase activity of basket and 
O-LM cells in the encoding (peak) and retrieval (trough) 

phase of theta activity



O-LM cells in CA1 

and HIPP cells in the 

dentate gyrus:

- mediate feed-back 

dendritic inhibition

- selectively control

entorhinal input and

- are active in the peak 

phase of intracellular theta

Freund TF and Buzsáki G, Hippocampus, 1996

Intracell. theta  



Katona I, Acsády L and Freund TF, Neuroscience, 1998

Associative LTP of 

entorhinal synapses 

prevented in the „Trough 

(retrieval) phase”, blocking 

interference of sensory 

encoding with retrieval! 



In the „Peak phase” only 

place cells can fire, when 

in phase precession mode. 

These few pyramids can 

not recruit O-LM cells, 

LTP of entorhinal synapses  

allowed (encoding)!

Katona I, Acsády L and Freund TF, Neuroscience, 1998

Associative LTP of 

entorhinal synapses 

prevented in the „Trough 

(retrieval) phase”, blocking 

interference of sensory 

encoding with retrieval)! 



Cholinergic activation of 

O-LM cells by aversive 

stimuli can prevent 

potentiation of those 

entorhinal inputs on 

pyramidal cells that carry 

the particular aversive 

sensory information.
MS-ACh

Lowett-Barron, 

Losonczy et al., Science, 

2014 
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Common features of phylogenetically ancient, 

subcortical (extrathalamic) projections to the 

cerebral cortex

• They arise from centres that contain only a few thousand 

neurons, and innervate the entire cerebral cortex (e.g. the 

ascending activating system of Moruzzi and Magoun).

• They exert a profound effect on cortical information 

processing from global modulation such as arousal and 

mood, to selective attention and memory.

• They carry information about motivation, emotions and the 

autonomic state of the animal, i.e. their activity reflects our 

inner world.



Subcortical modulation of cortical networks

SYNAPTIC
•rapid [10 – 50 ms];

•ionotropic [5-HT3];

•target-specific

connections;
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5-HT from the median raphe nucleus



Subcortical modulation of cortical networks

NON-SYNAPTIC
•slow [tens of ms – minutes];

•metabotropic;

•target specific receptor distribution;

5-HT from the dorsal raphe nucleus

ACh  from basal forebrain

Dopamin from VTA

Norepinephrine from locus coeruleus

Histamin from tuberomammillary n.
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Theta activity, 

generated by the 

septohippocampal 

loop 



Stimulation of MS cholinergic neurons suppresses hippocampal 

sharp waves and low frequency background activity

Upper panels: power spectra showing suppression of not only SPWs, but also theta activity.

Lower panels: Power change of LFP at various frequencies (10 sec stimulation divided by 10 

sec control period preceeding stimulation).   The effect is largest in the str. lac-mol.

Vandecasteele M, Varga V, Berényi A, Papp E, Bathó P, Venance L, Freund TF, Buzsáki G. PNAS, 2014.

Urethane anesthesia (ripple state) Behaving (theta state)



Freund et al., PNAS, 1990



Freund et al., PNAS, 1990 Morales and Bloom, J.Neurosci. 1997



Identification

MS theta pacemaker neurons: phase relationships and 

local collateral interactions

Borhegyi Z, Varga V, Szilágyi N, Fabó D and Freund TF,  J.Neurosci., 2004



Correlation of hippocampal field potentials and 

medial septal unit activity

Nikitidou L, Papp E, Domonkos A, Nyiri G, Deisseroth K, Freund TF, Varga V (in preparation)



Hangya et al. J.Neurosci. 2009

Activity in MS pacemaker units preceeds hippocampal 
interneurons and local synchrony

Z-shift expresses the time difference by which alterations of hippocampal oscillation (e.g. 
minor perturbations) follow (> 0) or precede (< 0) the corresponding minor changes of 
septal activity. Calculation: unit is shifted (1 ms steps while LFP is fixed) and phase coupling 
(Z-value) computed for each shift. Time shift producing the maximal coupling (Z) = delay 
between the two signals.



Hangya B,  Borhegyi Z, Szilágyi N, Freund TF and Varga V,  J.Neurosci. 2009

Activity in MS pacemaker units preceeds hippocampal 

interneurons and local synchrony

Z-shift expresses the time difference by which alterations of hippocampal oscillation (e.g. 

minor perturbations) follow (> 0) or precede (< 0) the corresponding minor changes of 

septal activity. Calculation: unit is shifted (1 ms steps while LFP is fixed) and phase 

coupling (Z-value) computed for each shift. Time shift producing the maximal coupling (Z) 

= delay between the two signals.



PV: brown

PHAL: black

Rat dentate gyrus, str. mol.



M2 muscarinic receptor immunoreactivity



The M2-positive boutons are invariably positive 

for GABA (immunogold labeling in B)



HIPP cells in the DG mediate feed-back dendritic inhibition, 

and are active in the peak phase of intracellular theta

Freund TF and Buzsáki G, Hippocampus, 1996

Intracell. theta  



Stimulation of MS cholinergic neurons suppresses hippocampal 

sharp waves and low frequency background activity

Vandecasteele M, Varga V, Berényi A, Papp E, Bathó P, Venance L, Freund TF, Buzsáki G. PNAS, 2014.



Electron microscopic features of the biocytin- or neurobiotin-filled axons 

Borhegyi Z et al. J. Neurosci. 2004;24:8470-8479

©2004 by Society for NeuroscienceBorhegyi Z, Varga V, Szilágyi N, Fabó D and Freund TF,  J.Neurosci., 2004



Theta state:
The number of rhythmically 

firing pacemaker units 

increases in the septum in 

response to enhanced 

brainstem excitation. Rapid 

coupling of septal and 

hippocampal oscillators.

Cholinergic background 

activity is high.

Gradual recruitment of oscillating units in the septohippocampal 

system leads to population level theta rhythm

Non-theta state:
Only a minority of MS and 

hippocampal neurons 

exhibit theta oscillations. 

Cholinergic background 

activity is low.

Hangya B,  Borhegyi Z, Szilágyi N, Freund TF and Varga V,  J.Neurosci. 2009


